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Abstract 

By Lacy Jane Roberts 

It’s the early seventies, and southeast Montana’s economy is exploding with coal 
development. The country is facing critical energy needs, and workers are flocking to the 
Powder River Basin to take advantage of good jobs in coalmines and a new coal-fired 
power plant in Colstrip.  

Dennis Limberhand has just been elected to the Northern Cheyenne Tribal Council, and 
is motivated to do right by his land and his people. But it isn’t easy. A controversial set of 
leases with a big coal company has divided the tribe. On one hand, the reservation is one 
of the poorest in the country—seasonal unemployment hovers at 40-50 percent, and 
revenue from coal development could give the Cheyennes a leg up. But on the other 
hand, large-scale development would mean a flood of non-Indians coming to the 
reservation to work in new mines and plants. It could mean a serious blow to the 
Cheyenne way of life, and many are worried about the impact coal could have on their 
land, air, and water. 

In 1973, Limberhand and the rest of the Cheyenne Tribal Council vote to cancel the coal 
leases. The move makes national headlines and reverberates throughout Indian Country. 
Only a few years after President Nixon announced the government’s new policy of 
“Indian Self-Determination” after decades of assimilation policy, and when the American 
Indian Movement is gaining steam, the Northern Cheyennes make a high-profile 
assertion of their sovereignty. They’re sitting on a goldmine, and they refuse to cash in on 
it on anyone else’s terms but their own.  

And they take it a step further, to influence energy development off-reservation. The tribe 
hears Colstrip’s nearby power plant will soon start construction on an expansion that will 
quadruple its output.  Once finished, the expansion will make it the biggest coal plant 
west of the Mississippi. The Cheyenne Tribal Council is afraid of what this could mean 
for the environment, but the plant lies just beyond reservation lines and they have no 
jurisdiction. So they come up with a novel solution. Invoking the Clean Air Act, the tribe 
becomes the first entity in the nation to petition the EPA for a Class I Air designation. 
The Cheyenne’s Class I Air status means that the reservation is by law protected from 
virtually any pollution. The move forces Colstrip’s owners to halt construction. Hundreds 
of workers in Colstrip lose their jobs, and the building doesn’t restart for three years.  



Tension between the Cheyennes and non-Indians boils over. This tension isn’t new—it is 
rooted in racism, wealth disparity, and cultural differences—but the actions of the tribal 
council have made things much worse. There are fights, slurs, lawsuits, and failed 
attempts at negotiating a solution. But Dennis and the tribal council again see an 
opportunity, this time to leverage a better chance at coal jobs and economic security for 
their people. A settlement is finally reached in 1979, one that includes massive 
concessions from the power company: preferential employment for Native Americans, 
training programs for young Cheyennes, and more. As a result, between 100-200 tribal 
members have been employed at Colstrip at any given point in the last forty years. These 
jobs have become an important economic vehicle for the Northern Cheyenne. These 
actions taken by the tribal council, at a moment when ‘self-determination’ is new, create 
a precedent for sovereignty over resources on-reservation and influence over 
development off-reservation. 

The Last Piece of Ground narrative radio documentary that tells this history through the 
eyes of people who were there. Dennis Limberhand is the narrative thread that takes us 
through the story, from his election to the tribal council as a young man at the beginning 
of the seventies through his 12-year tenure, when he had a front row seat to the 
Cheyenne’s fight against coal development on their lands and for coal jobs for their 
people.  

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Script 
 
It’s four degrees in Colstrip, Montana. Robin Sterrit, a mechanical engineer who’s 
lived in Colstrip thirty years is showing me around, talking about the good old days. 
 
Robin: This was just open country back to when the buffalo roam. We can barely see the 
plants… 
 
On the edge of town, four smokestacks rise up taller than the surrounding hills. 
They’re the tallest man-made structures in the state. 
 
LJR: oh yeah, they’re sort of looming behind the fog. 
 
Robin: And a day like today. Everybody's got the heat on. 
 
There’s only one reason this little town is out here on the scrub grass prairie, in the 
southeast corner of Montana. This ground holds a lot of coal- maybe the name 
Colstrip gave it away. Nearly every family here relies on coal jobs- either at the 
mine, on one end of town, or at the power plant that burns the coal from the mine, 
on the other end of town.  And people are really proud of what they do. 
 
Robin: if you just stop and think about when you wake up in the morning what's what's 
one of the first things you do. You turn the light on. You need to have hot water.  You 
don't think twice about going over to that switch and flipping it or turning that knob on 
your oven stove to get what you need. 
 
These are good jobs - the kind of blue collar, union jobs that have disappeared from 
small towns all over the United States. High paying, good benefits, clock-in until 
retirement jobs. 
 
Robin: Take a look - everybody's got a nice car and everything. They got a boat. 
 
It’s true. This is a prosperous place. In fact, the median family here brings in 
around eighty thousand dollars a year- a lot more than almost anywhere else in 
Montana. But last summer, Colstrip received bad news. 
 
News clip montage 
 
Lori: We’re suddenly like wow. They might have to let everybody go. Like who knows 
what could happen.  
 
That’s Lori Shaw. She grew up here in Colstrip, and her husband works as an 
accountant at the mine. She also runs Colstrip United - a pro-coal advocacy page on 
Facebook. 
 
Lori: Absolutely I'm afraid. Yeah I'm afraid every day. 



 
At this point, it’s hard to know if there’s a Colstrip without coal. The town is 
looking for other employers to come in and fill the space left by the plant closure, 
but when you’re a eighty miles from the closest population center, you have few 
options. 
 
Robin: The thing is- Are you going to find jobs that pay as well as what's over there at the 
power plant? 
 
Josh: I mean there's nothing else here. 
 
26-year-old Josh Sioux makes good money as a welder mechanic at the mine. 
 
Josh: I chose it basically because it was close to home and I could be home every night 
you know   
 
“Home” for Josh is fifteen miles south of Colstrip- on the Northern Cheyenne 
Reservation. The biggest town on the Reservation is called Lame Deer. Josh is a 
member of the Cheyenne tribe. Life is really different in Lame Deer than it is in 
Colstrip - it’s poorer, by a lot. The unemployment numbers are huge there- as high 
as 75% depending on who you ask. For the folks who do have jobs, chances are they 
do one of three things. 1. They have one of the few tribal administration or 
government funded social work jobs, two - they have seasonal work with the 
government, like a road crew or forest service job, or three - they work in Colstrip. 
 
Josh: I love it. I love working out there. 
 
About a hundred Cheyennes work at the mine or the plant, and more work service 
jobs that depend on the coal industry - like at the hotel, or at the gas station. And 
here’s the thing - Just like folks in Colstrip, many on the reservation don’t want to 
see the plant close either. But there is a difference - When the plant closes, the town 
of Colstrip will be hit, hard - actually harder than the reservation, since a higher 
proportion of families directly rely on coal jobs. People will have to leave Colstrip to 
find new work. But for Cheyennes like Josh, leaving the area to chase a job has 
different kind of gravity. The reservation is not just where his family lives or where 
he grew up, it’s the last piece of ground in the world belonging to the Northern 
Cheyenne. 
 
Dennis: our people sacrificed a lot to get the land that we that we have. 
 
This is Dennis Limberhand. He’s an elder. 
 
Dennis: Born and raised Lame Deer Montana. I’m a Cheyenne. 
 
Dennis says the history of the Northern Cheyennes tells you that they always fought 
for what they thought was right. The most famous example was the Battle of the 



Little Big Horn in 1876.  The Cheyenne call it the Battle of Greasy Grass. That’s 
when the Cheyenne fought alongside the Lakota Sioux to defeat General Custer. It 
was a huge victory, but the aftermath was brutal. The US Army changed tactics and 
threw everything they had at the resisting tribes. The Cheyenne were forced to move 
down to Indian Territory, in present day Oklahoma. The conditions there were 
terrible - there wasn’t enough food and malaria ripped through the tribe. The 
people were starving, and so the leaders Dull Knife and Little Wolf decided to 
escape. To them, staying was a death sentence. 
         
Dennis: They walked all the way back from Oklahoma. The Dull Knife band were 
captured at Fort Robinson. 
 
Dennis: You know people women and children are killed because they wanted to go 
home. And we just got a small piece of land. Four hundred and fifty thousand acres or so 
in that precious land for the Cheyennes. 
 
This story might seem like long ago history, but for Dennis, it’s not distant. He grew 
up knowing people who had walked with Dull Knife’s Band. So the Cheyennes will 
fight to keep control of that little piece of land, and the culture they’ve maintained 
there - just like they’ve done over and over. This story is about one of those times. 
 
Dennis is seventy now, a tribal elder. He pulls his grey hair back into a braid and 
wears big belt buckles. He also has a really great mustache. 
 
Dennis: I wear a black cowboy hat most of the time, and I love it. 
 
Back in 1968, when he was 21 years old, Dennis got in a horse accident.   
 
Dennis: Some people say did you fall off your horse. Hell no! I got bucked off. Very 
Different. 
 
He had some nasty injuries, and spent six months in a body cast. Dennis was not the 
kind of guy to feel sorry for himself. 
 
Dennis: That's a reason I ran for Tribal council as I recall. I wasn't able to do any Physical 
labor. 
 
Dennis became the youngest person elected to the Northern Cheyenne Tribal 
Council.  
 
Dennis: It wasn’t a paid position but if you were interested in helping the people, well, 
you ran. 
 
Northern Cheyenne country is epic, with rusty red dirt hillsides and sandstone 
formations, blue creeks, the muddy green Tongue River, and big blue sky. And it’s 
remote – even more so back when Dennis was growing up in the fifties and sixties. 



If you wanted to get to Dennis’s hometown Lame Deer, there was only one narrow 
paved road connecting the reservation to bigger towns like Billings, a hundred miles 
away. The rest of the roads were gravel and dirt. God help you if you wanted to go 
anywhere after weather came through. 
 
Dennis: We were probably 20 30 years behind the curve. The old ladies wore blankets 
and shawls you know. Old Men were still sitting in Front of the store. On a bench. You 
know. Talked and told stories… to me it was the good old days then. 
 
Dennis’s dad died when he was a little kid, and his family didn’t have much money. 
 
Dennis: we lived in a Log cabin with a dirt floor. But it was clean. You can really shine 
up a dirt floor by sprinkling water on it and sweeping it up. It shines up pretty good. 
 
Like other kids on the reservation, Dennis learned early on about the history of his 
tribe, that the Cheyennes were almost wiped out. 
 
The Northern Cheyenne’s history is like other American Indian tribes. From the 
arrival of the first Europeans, they were constantly removed from one place to 
another against their will.  The Reservation System was established, and then a lot 
of reservation land ended up owned or controlled by non-Indians. 
 
Then, after World War two, the nation’s economy was exploding and giant, 
multinational energy firms were gobbling up fossil fuels wherever they could find 
them. And even though reservation land only covered about 2% of the United 
States, some estimated that reservations held as much as a quarter of the US’s fossil 
fuel deposits. Of course, the companies saw this as an opportunity to tap into huge 
reserves, cheaply. 
 
And many American Indian communities, including the Northern Cheyenne, saw 
energy as a way out of poverty. Before Dennis joined, the tribal council went looking 
for developers for their coal. They were hoping for a few mines, and the jobs that 
came with the mines. 
 
DL: I think the intent their intentions were good. You know they wanted people to be 
self-supporting and to contribute to their families. You know the normal. 
 
So they made a series of agreements in the late sixties and early seventies with a 
handful of big coal companies. In those days, the Bureau of Indian Affairs, or the 
BIA, was tasked with negotiating these deals. But the people doing the negotiating 
on behalf of the tribe were low-level bureaucrats who had no experience with this 
kind of thing. And on the other side: giant energy companies.  Historian James 
Allison wrote a book about Native American tribes during this era of energy 
development. Here’s how he puts it. 
 



Jamie Allison:  the largest deal these guys probably negotiated was you know the 
purchase of their $150000 house. 
 
Jaime: and here they are basically trying to do deals with the world's largest coal 
company to access you know millions of dollars if not billions of dollars of coal. 
 
Dennis remembers it this way: 
 
Dennis: I guess you could say that the coal companies just wrote their own leases and 
contract and the BIA rubber stamped them you know. 
 
These agreements basically rented tracts of reservation land to the coal companies. 
The coal companies came in, surveyed the land, and began to draw up plans. One of 
the companies - Consolidation Coal -  came up with a plan to cash in on the 
agreement they had with the tribe on an unexpectedly huge scale. They wanted to 
build four new power plants. Huge swaths of reservation land would be dug up for 
mines, and the forests and valleys would be transformed to industrial city. The 
project was so huge that the company said they would need a new reservation town 
of thirty thousand people to support the project. And with only three thousand 
Cheyennes living on the reservation, the new town would be made up of outsiders. 
 
But as news of the proposal spread across the reservation, something had changed. 
Regular tribal members began to speak up - they were worried about what 
development on this scale could mean. 
 
Dennis: Hell we'd be wiped out in a short time. 
 
LJR: What do you mean? 
 
Dennis: Well we have been outnumbered and we've been overwhelmed. People would be 
displaced. You know. 
 
LJR: Like your culture? 
 
Dennis: Culture and tradition you know land, everything. Disappear. 
 
The tribal council decided that they agreed with the rest of the tribe - the 
agreements were a threat to their control of the reservation. So the council made a 
move that hit the national press and echoed throughout Indian Country: they 
unanimously voted to cancel all of the agreements. 
 
It was 1973. 
 
Dick Cavett Theme music - “The Dick Cavett Show!” 
 



Marlon Brando appeared on the Dick Cavett Show. A few months earlier, Brando 
had rejected an Academy Award to protest the poor treatment of American Indians. 
 
Dick Cavett: I had several distressed phone calls a few months back, saying you must 
come out to Lame Deer. The Cheyenne reservation is threatened with disaster. 
 
Marlon Brando had brought a special guest - Dennis. 
 
Dennis Limberhand is here right now. Is it true that something like half the reservation 
has been given away? 
 
Dennis, in the show: About 55% of our reservation is under coal company control. 
 
Dick: Coal Companies? 
 
Dennis: It prompted our tribal council to take action against the United States 
government. We asked the Bureau of Indian Affairs to declare all leases null and void. 
 
The Northern Cheyenne were turning down quarter-of-a-billion dollar deal. 
It’s hard to overstate how crazy this sounded to non-Indians, in Montana and 
beyond. American Indians, as a whole, were the most impoverished group in the 
country. From where the average non-Indian stood, the Cheyennes were sitting on a 
gold mine. Plus... 
 
70s era Newsclip – energy shortage 
 
Jaime: And that creates a real backlash among non Indian Americans that are like 
basically see American Indians as disloyal to the country at that point. 
 
That’s historian James Allison again. For a lot of Montanans, Leaving the coal in 
the ground wasn’t just crazy, it was unpatriotic. 
 
Jaime: they've got very good reasons to want to control the development. They view 
development that they can't control as a threat to their tribal survival. 
 
Dennis: We want to control our own destiny. We don't want you know somebody to talk 
us into something we don't want. We sacrificed too much for that. 
 
NBC NEWS: “In Montana, the strip miners have another problem. The interior 
department has cancelled mining leases on an Indian reservation there… 
 
Jaime: this is really the first successful overturning of a energy deal put together by the 
federal government and an energy company by a tribal government. 
 
They had won this round - and had seized control of billions of dollars buried under 
their land. 



 
Jaime: this tiny tribe, that most people were not familiar with, their ability to void coal 
leases - held by some of the world's largest energy producers - set us up for a situation in 
which tribes could suddenly control the development of their resources. So this is the 
watershed moment. 
 
It was a moment that didn’t go ignored in Indian Country. In fact, in the years 
after, tribes around the country would follow the Cheyenne’s example and stand up 
to energy developers on the same basis. 
 
K Ross Toole, a Montana historian, called the Northern Cheyenne “The most 
important tribe in this country.” The trick, now, was to figure out how far they 
could leverage that newfound control. 
 
DL: [00:25:23] You know I think we were confident you know… Cheyennes' been in a 
lot, a lot of tough fights you know. We was ready. 
 
The same year Dennis went on the Dick Cavett Show, the owners of Colstrip’s 
power plant applied for approval to expand their operation. The company – 
Montana Power – was the local utility. They want to build two units on their power 
plant and triple the output - a 1.4 billion dollar project. The Cheyenne tribal council 
had just exerted their control over industry inside reservation borders, but this 
project lay just beyond the boundary. 
 
Jaime: So it's not on the reservation. Right so the tribe can't shut it down in the ways it 
could cancel its leases for mining on the reservation. So the tribe has to get creative I 
think. 
 
The Clean Air Act was still fairly new in 1976. It set up a classification system for 
the air. Bear with me here - this is important to understand what happens next. 
Under the law, there are three designations - Class 1, class 2, and class 3. Class one 
is the best, most pristine air- think Glacier National Park. Class 3 is the worst you 
can get - the air in designated industrial zones. Class 2 is everything else in between. 
In fact, towns and cities automatically get a class 2, unless there’s significant 
pollution there already. So all of southeastern Montana was Class 2, which meant 
that by law, some pollution was allowed. 
 
Jaime: And the Northern Cheyenne look at this law and they said well we know how to 
stop the Colstrip expansion. 
 
Dennis: We applied for class one air and were granted class one air. 
 
On the tribal stationery the council used to file the request? Pictures of Dull Knife 
and Little Wolf, the two Chiefs who walked all the way back from Oklahoma. And 
an inscription that reads: “Out of defeat and exile they led us back to Montana and 
won our Cheyenne home, which we will keep forever.” 



 
This move forced Montana Power to stop construction and re-engineer the project. 
About a hundred workers were laid off - a big hit in such a small community. 
 
DL: We took a beating over and over that because you know we were costing people jobs 
and we're holding up progress. You know it's the same ole same ole same ole. Circle the 
wagons you know. You know damn Cheyennes, Raising hell again. 
 
And things get pretty nasty. It was 1976, and the country was coming off a recession, 
and the plant’s expansion was a major source of jobs in the region. Tension between 
the Cheyennes and mostly white coal development supporters had been simmering 
under the surface for the last couple years. It began to boil over. 
 
DL: And you know it seemed like that whole part of the country was against the tribe for 
causing delays in the work schedule... 
 
You could see it in the pages of the Billings Gazette- the largest newspaper in 
Montana.  One letter to the editor read: “A people who a few generations ago were 
eating dog meat and sometimes killing their own girl children so they wouldn’t have 
to go through so much grief, this same race of people can now go into a clean store 
and buy wholesome food, clean bedding, etc… Now they are getting so finicky they 
can’t stand the thought of a few carbon particles or whatever being wafted in the 
wind.” 
 
Dennis: You know they had a radio program one time and it was overwhelmingly 
negative about the Cheyennes you know it's all about us it wasn't about the law- it was 
you know about how our people lived. We were lazy and dirty and you know just the 
same old argument the hate, you know the prejudice. You know we turn the lights on and 
heat our homes and drive cars and everything you know but all we're asking is you know 
to do it with the best available technology and you know do it is efficiently as we can. 
 
The plant stayed closed for almost three years. 
 
Lawsuits flew back and forth between Colstrip’s owners, the tribe, and the EPA. 
But Colstrip’s owners, Montana Power, weren’t about to give up on their 
investment - they’d already sunk over a hundred million dollars into building the 
two new units. They added new pollution control machinery to the power plant, and 
went back to the EPA and said, how about now? Here’s the historian, Jaime Allison 
again: 
 
Jaime:  the EPA says OK. All right. We agree. You've done enough you won't violate the 
northern Cheyenne's downstream air . And they issued that permit. 
 
And this is the crucial moment - the tribal council had Montana Power over a 
barrel, because they could file another legal action against the EPA’s approval, and 



stall construction again. But the Cheyenne see an opportunity. The council goes to 
Montana Power and says, is there someway we can work out a deal? 
 
Jaime: And the deal that the two sides work out is that Colstrip will get to operate but 
they basically they have to get the Northern Cheyenne jobs. 
 
The tribe backed off - in exchange for jobs - jobs constructing and operating the 
power plant. Northern Cheyennes got first hiring preference, meaning they’d be put 
on the top of the pile - ahead of just about anyone else applying for the same job. A 
scholarship program was setup to send Cheyenne students to college for free, 
provided they study something related to energy developmentAnd the man named 
to make it all happen? Dennis Limberhand. 
 
DL: They called it liaison. I was the middleman between the company and the tribe. 
 
Dennis was in charge of all the recruiting - helping tribal members prepare job 
applications, get ready for interviews, and anything else they needed. 
 
DL: That was. Really the first generation lunch Packers. 
 
What Dennis means is that before the tribe’s agreement with Montana Power - if 
you were living on the reservation, and you wanted a career… good luck. 
 
DL: We didn't have a chance to get up and see our dads pack a lunch and go to work. 
Most of our fathers never had a job. Couldn't get a job. Nobody give them a job. 
 
And now that tribal members were getting jobs in Colstrip, some people there 
weren’t happy about it. 
 
DL: I remember my name being written on bathroom walls and you know being called 
names and phone calls and all that. 
 
Every day Dennis went to work, he passed people in the parking lot, or in the 
offices, who saw him as the face of a program to steal their jobs. 
 
DL: You'd get in a fistfight if you went in a bar, I’ll tell you that. 
 
Dennis felt it, but so did the new Cheyenne hires. Linwood Tall Bull was one of the 
first recruits. He remembers one of his first days... 
 
Linwood: And they they put me in this crew and they had a big navy guy there and they 
said, you take this Indian out show him out of work. I’ve worked half my life already. 
And he says come on. 
 
Linwood followed the navy guy. They were moving dobies - these small concrete 
blocks with wire sticking out of them made to hold rebar in place. 



 
Linwood:  and he stacked a whole bunch on his arm. He was a big guy heavy really 
heavy set and he says I have a hundred. Don't get any less. I tried to get a 100 on I 
couldn't but I seen a wheelbarrow and I saw he walked off and I peeked around a corner 
and he's sitting there talking with these people pointing at me. I put in a thousand of them 
in that wheelbarrow and went around the other way. And he was starting to cuss me out 
and I says I have my thousand. Where are yours. They’re always waiting for you to screw 
up. 
 
Linwood said when things were hard, especially in the beginning, he and the other 
Cheyennes would talk the whole bus ride home to the reservation. 
 
We did a lot of healing coming in back and forth on a bus. And so we shared a lot. 
 
And I guess it's just the job in Colstrip just made me see a broader range of my potential 
that I could I could get a job anywhere in the United States if  I wanted to work hard. I 
could compete anywhere. That’s what it did was build up that confidence in me. 
 
The agreement caused strife on the reservation, too. After so many years of working 
against large-scale coal development on the reservation, some tribal members didn’t 
see it as a good thing. 
 
DL: Oh yeah. You know some people some of our traditional people they didn't like it. 
LJR: For you was it hard to know what to do? 
DL: Yeah hell I Got shot at from both sides. You know. I was full of bullet holes. 
 
It’s been thirty-seven years since the tribe’s agreement with Montana Power. 
Hundreds of Cheyenne men and women have worked at the plant or the mine, gone 
to college through those scholarship programs Dennis helped negotiate. Now their 
kids are working there. 
 
But still - half of families live below the poverty line, and their reservation has the 
highest unemployment rate in Montana. So the Northern Cheyenne’s dilemma 
seems to remain - putting it simply - Do the Cheyennes mine their land to pull their 
people out of poverty? Or preserve their land and cultural values and leave the coal 
in the ground. 
 
Those questions have never stopped being asked  - both in the halls of the Tribal 
Administration building in Lame Deer, and in the homes of tribal members across 
the reservation. Some, like Linwood Tall Bull, say mine. 
 
Linwood: I think that's the wave of the future is coal development. It’s a real must for our 
country. 
 
The current tribal president - L. Jace Killsback - wants to leave the coal in the 
ground. 



 
Jace: We don't see the value in it the little plot of land that the government left us we're 
going to value it. As much as we can for future generations.  
 
It may not be up to the Cheyenne. Cheap natural gas is flooding the market and 
undercutting coal - the industry is suffering. And across Southeastern Montana, 
everyone feels the effects. Especially folks in Colstrip. They love where they live too. 
Lori Shaw, who we met at the beginning of the story - she’s the woman who runs a 
pro-Coal Facebook page called Colstrip United. This is what she has to say about 
her back yard: 
 
Lori: The plants out there are native species. The rocks out there are just how they were 
when these houses were built. It's so cool to see all of this mostly untouched it and among 
all these houses see the deer are walking right through my backyard I have to shoe them 
away from my raspberry bushes the in the fall I get to see Buck's fighting right outside 
my back door and pheasants run and run and along the street. It's so cool. You know with 
all the few you know I don't know how long I'm going to be able to live here and I'm 
going to stay as long as I possibly can of course. 
 
These days, people in Colstrip and on the reservation are in the same boat - they 
both love this place, and they’re both uncertain of the future. Dennis says it’s a 
problem for the next generation. 
 
Dennis: But you know I had done the best I could and. I'll let someone else. Determine. 
How good a job or how bad a job I done. Got some grey hair from it. Can’t please 
everybody. 
 
Dennis: But you know what it comes down to is the economy and jobs you know, versus 
the environment. And it’s the same old same old battle tested for how long I don’t know. 
Just kicked around like a football. 
 
The tribal council’s actions back in the seventies showed what the Cheyenne valued 
the most. Jobs were important, the land was important. But the ability to make their 
own decisions about how to protect their land and employ their people, while 
preserving Cheyenne culture - that was the most important thing of all. 
 
JK:  I really look at what our ancestors did in the past and what they fought for. You 
know we killed Custer. We resisted the longest against assimilation against reservations. 
We fought the federal government.  In an era where Indian rights and in the self-
termination was new. And that's not just in our history. It's in our DNA. It's in our blood. 
 
 
This story was reported, written, and produced by me, Lacy Jane Roberts. The 
editor was Anna Sussman, with additional editing from Graelyn Brashear, Chris 
Harland-Dunaway, Marylee Williams, and Levi Bridges. Special thanks to Clara 



Caulfield for guiding me to this story and, of course, to Dennis Limberhand who 
gave me so much time and trust. And a special, special thanks to Ben Manilla. 
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